A refractive tilting-plate technique for measurement of dynamic contact angles.
The contact angle is a critical parameter in liquid interface dynamics ranging from liquid spreading on a solid surface on earth to liquid motion in partially filled containers in space. A refractive tilting-plate technique employing a scanning laser beam is developed to conduct an experimental study of a moving contact line, with the intention of making accurate measurements of the contact angle. The technique shows promise as an accurate and potentially fully automated means to determine the velocity dependence of the contact angle at the intersection of the interface between two transparent fluids with a transparent solid surface. Ray tracing calculations are included to reinforce the measurement concept. The principal experiments were conducted at speeds ranging from 0.05 to 1.00 mm/s, both advancing and receding, using an immiscible liquid pair (nonane/formamide) in contact with glass. The contact angle was found to depend for practical purposes only on the sign of the velocity and not on its magnitude for the range of velocities studied. Other observations revealed a bimodal behavior of the contact line that depends on which liquid first contacts the glass, with resulting drift in the dynamic contact angle with time.